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of A87 and A88, which show what the average temperatures would be in
January and July if all the lands were at sealevel.
Marine versus Continental Climates
 (1)	The Uniform Marine Climate of the Lofoten Islands. Let us com-
pare an extreme marine climate with an extreme continental climate in the
same latitude.   The southern Lofoten Islands off the coast of Norway,
and Verkhoyansk, Oimekon, or some neighboring place in Siberia, prob-
ably furnish the greatest contrast to be found anywhere between places
lying at equal distances from the equator.   Both regions are jusc within
the Arctic Circle. Yet in winter the winds blowing from the ocean prevent
die Lofoten Islands from suffering the usual arctic severity of such latitudes.
Grass remains green and cattle are pastured out of doors all the year.
In summer, however, although the weather is milder than in winter, the
temperature of the ocean is so nearly the same as in winter that the islands
are raw and chilly.   So cool is the air that practically no trees and crops
will grow, and the people wear the same thick, warm woolen clothing,
summer and winter alike.   The great characteristic of the marine climate
of the Lofotens is its uniformity.
 (2)	The Extreme Range of the Continental Climate at VerJ(hoyansJ{.
Verkhoyansk is so different from the Lofoten Islands that one can scarcely
believe that both places are in the same latitude and no farther apart
than Portland, Maine, and Portland, Oregon.   At the Siberian town the
range from the average January temperature to the average of July is
120° F., whereas in the Lofotens it is only 20°.   Near Verkhoyansk the
temperature has been known to fall to 90° below zero.   Almost every
year it goes down to —70° or —80°.   In fact, the average for the whole
month of January is about ~60°.   It 4s so cold that a steel skate, so it is
said, slips on the surface, because the friction of the skate on the ice does
not melt the ice at all, and therefore the skate does not "take hold."
Strange as it may seem, the summer is warmer at Verkhoyansk than
in the islands off the Norwegian coast. This, of course, is because the
land of the continental interior warms quickly under the summer sun.
The average temperature in July is 60°, or nearly as high as the highest
ever known in the Lofotens, where the July average is only 51°. Tem-
peratures as high as 85° have been recorded at Verkhoyansk, and 75°
to 80° is common during the long days of summer. Hence some trees
grow in spite of the intense cold, and crops can be raised, although none
will grow on the Norwegian islands. To be sure, the ground never
really thaws. If a man digs down a foot or so in his vegetable garden
in July or August he comes to frozen soil, for only a thin layer on the
surface ever melts.

